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A

INTRODUCTION

From a methodology standpoint,
Six Sigma is readily applied to pro-
cessing plants where product qual-
ity and consistency are key produc-
tion drivers. The well-defined
step-by-step Six Sigma methodology
lends itself to manufacturing facili-
ties and the quest for reducing de-
fects while maintaining product
quality. However, Six Sigma is also a
powerful methodology that can be
applied to various aspects of many
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industries. Even though the coatings
industry is mature, it is the author’s
opinion that this industry is prime
for Six Sigma. Coatings formulators
have always been keen to try new
and novel methods to improve the
current industry. Therefore, this
work offers the coatings formulator
the opportunity to see how Six
Sigma can be applied to couple in-
novation with current good indus-
try practice. 

useful and relatively new methodology for reducing cost and improving
quality is Six Sigma. Applying Six Sigma to product design and/or process control
has been done on a routine basis. We would like to take this approach into the lab
and offer the coatings formulator the same opportunity to explore the benefits of Six
Sigma. Therefore, in this work, we focus on evaluating dispersant demand of four
pigments using a Six Sigma approach. Specifically, we show how to define which
parameters are important to measure, how to perform the measurements, analyze
the data, and make conclusions regarding the relative difference in dispersant de-
mand between the test pigments all with a Six Sigma data-driven approach. The
goal of this work is to demonstrate how coatings formulators can find benefits in
using Six Sigma tools. Then, the coatings formulator can expand with confidence
the use of Six Sigma to other applicable formulating processes.
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Pigment is a major component of the coatings for-
mulation. Properly using and gaining full value of the
pigment is imperative in today’s cost-conscious society
where cost is balanced with performance. Dispersion is
key to good pigment performance.1 Poorly dispersed
pigment can be directly related to poor coatings per-
formance.2 Therefore, the coatings formulator would
like to evaluate pigment dispersion on a routine basis
and in terms that relate to his/her practical needs. A
typical industry method to evaluate pigment dispersion
is the dispersant demand test. The information gained
by performing the dispersant demand test can be re-
lated not only to pigment dispersion, but also used as
an aid to determining the initial dispersant level
needed in the coatings formula. Determining the cor-
rect dispersant amount required to adequately disperse
a pigment leads to good formulating practice. Six Sigma
is a tool that the coatings formulator can use to aid in
this process. 

SIX SIGMA 

In this work, we use Six Sigma tools to determine
dispersion performance of four TiO2 pigments.
Although we apply the Six Sigma methodology to un-
derstand the difference between pigments, this same
methodology could easily be applied to understand
performance aspects of other coatings raw materials or
overall coatings product performance. Since this work
concentrates on pigment evaluation, dispersion per-
formance is selected as the key product attribute to be
evaluated.1

The first step is to understand the Six Sigma
concept.3 Simply put, Six Sigma is a statistically based
methodology that reduces variation in a product or
process to less than 3.4 defects in one million parts. It
is interesting to note that our common ideas of quality
generally regard 99% capability, a three-sigma capabil-
ity, as an extremely viable process. However, in day-to-
day practice this would translate into an unacceptable
tolerance. A three-sigma process applied to energy
would give about seven hours per month
of downtime. Not many customers would
be willing to accept this on a routine basis.

The improvement from three sigma to
Six Sigma means the virtual elimination of
defects in the short term. The process
moves from 99.7% to about 100%. In the
long term, the process moves from 93.3%
to about 99.9997%. 

Six Sigma’s objective is to reduce varia-
tion, resulting in fewer defects. One of the
main goals of Six Sigma is to derive imme-
diate benefits from statistical analysis. It is

not uncommon for businesses to receive cost benefits
from Six Sigma within a relatively short time period, on
the order of months.4-6

The basic components of Six Sigma are to (1) Define
the problem and relate it to the internal/external cus-
tomer, (2) Measure how the process is performing and
determine defects, (3) Analyze the root causes for poor
performance/defects, (4) Improve the process and, (5)
Control the problem so it does not recur.7 This is called
the DMAIC Process.7 The DMAIC process is a data-
driven methodology that can be used virtually every-
where to improve a product or a process, but the work
reported here takes only certain elements from Six
Sigma and applies them to understand differences in
dispersion performance between the selected pigments. 

IDENTIFYING KEY PARAMETERS

The first tool that can be used quite readily by the coat-
ings formulator is the SIPOC or high-level process map.
It is an important tool that shows the formulator the
large overview of the project. In general, the coatings
formulator would like to see what his/her process

Figure 2—General dispersion performance SIPOC.

Figure 1—SIPOC process map.
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would entail to evaluate dispersion performance of sev-
eral pigments. A generic process map is shown in Figure
1 with a more relevant map given in Figure 2.

From the SIPOC, the formulator gets a large
overview of what resources are required to complete the
dispersion performance evaluation. The SIPOC gives di-
rection to the formulator as to what information needs
to be collected to get his/her desired outcome—output
Y. If one thinks of the output Y as a function of input
variables, X, then one can use a process to determine
the measurable inputs needed. This connection be-

tween inputs and outcomes is highlighted in the
Process section of the SIPOC in Figure 1. Therefore, one
starts by defining possible Xs. 

It may not be obvious what the Xs and Ys are for in
our dispersion performance example. However, another
Six Sigma tool can be used to help determine the input
variables or Xs for our desired Y of dispersion perform-
ance. The cause and effect matrix can help determine
which potential Xs are important for a given Y. Here is
an example of the matrix  (Figure 3) that a formulator
could use for determining the potential Xs that are im-

Figure 3—Cause and effect matrix.

Figure 4—Generic data collection plan.

Cause and Effect Relationships

Scale Ratings

No relationship = 0

to

Strong relationship = 9

-or-

Weak = 1; Moderate = 3; 

Stong = 9
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portant to the desired outcome, Y. Using the cause and
effect matrix, we are able to rank the order of impor-
tance for the input Xs and then focus our work on col-
lecting data for these Xs to statistically determine which
are the vital few Xs that determine dispersant demand
and ultimately dispersion performance.

MEASURING IMPORTANT PARAMETERS

Now that the coatings formulator knows what informa-
tion must be obtained, he/she must determine how to
collect that information. Another Six Sigma tool is the
data collection plan. This helps to keep all operators
grounded on what to measure, how often to measure,
and how to collect the data. The data collection plan is
essential in obtaining good information. An example of
a generic data collection plan is given in Figure 4. 

With the data collection plan at hand, the data can
be collected and then analyzed using a statistical pro-

gram. For this particular work, a data collection plan
was used and data collected for the four different pig-
ments. Since we wanted to compare the different pig-
ments in terms of dispersion performance, getting
enough samples to analyze statistically was not an is-
sue. The relevant data is given Table 1. 

DATA ANALYSIS

After the data is collected, the coatings formulator is
ready to analyze the data. This can be analyzed using
any basic statistical software. For this example, data was
analyzed using the Minitab® program.8 The first type of
analysis is basic descriptive analysis. From this analysis,
the weight percent dispersant mean and standard devia-
tion are obtained for each sample. From the initial
analysis, it appears that there is a difference in the pig-
ments. Sample D requires the minimum amount of dis-
persant, followed by Sample A, then by Samples C and
B, respectively.

Table 1—Dispersion data for four TiO2 pigments.
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Descriptive Statistics: Wt%Dis by TiO
2

Variable     TiO2            N      Mean      Median    TrMean     StDev

Wt%Dis     Sample A         18    0.12059    0.11180    0.11727    0.03001

           Sample B      18    0.2147     0.2032     0.2047     0.0627

Sample C  18    0.12838    0.12715    0.12768    0.02226

           Sample D         18    0.08944    0.08360    0.08901    0.02710

Variable     TiO2       SE Mean    Minimum    Maximum       Q1         Q3

Wt%Dis     Sample A     0.00707    0.08640    0.20790    0.10085    0.13300

           Sample B     0.0148     0.1507     0.4386     0.1795     0.2288

Sample C     0.00525    0.09290    0.17500    0.11463    0.14072

           Sample D    0.00639    0.05360    0.13210    0.06175    0.11948
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development, the ultimate test remains evaluation of a
fully formulated coating under typical application and
drying conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

Six Sigma is a powerful methodology that has been suc-
cessfully applied to many disciplines. Our goal with
this work was to enable the coatings formulator to use
Six Sigma in a lab situation. Now, the coatings formula-
tor should see the value of Six Sigma as a powerful tool
that can help in making statistically based decisions. In
particular, this work has demonstrated how to define
which parameters are important to measure, how to
perform the measurements, analyze the data, and make
conclusions regarding the relative difference in disper-
sant demand between four test pigments. 
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A more definitive type of analysis is Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA). ANOVA can be used to determine if
there are differences between the sample populations
(as evidenced by the pigment’s dispersion perform-
ance) by comparing the means of the populations.

From the data shown above, it can be seen that to a
95% confidence level, the means of at least one of
these pigment samples is different. Now if one would
like to determine whether Sample D and Sample A are
truly statistically different, another tool can be em-
ployed to distinguish between these two pigment sam-
ples: the two-sample t-test as shown below.

In this case, with the P-value < 0.05, the two-sample
t-test indicates that the mean Wt% Dis of Sample D
and Sample A are not equal. Using Six Sigma tools, we
have with confidence determined that there is a statisti-
cal difference between the pigments. Now, the coatings
formulator can use this information to adjust the dis-
persant level in the formula based on the pigment in
the formula. 

In this study, we have used dispersion viscosity as a
proxy for quality of dispersion. While in our experience
this approach provides good direction for formulation
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